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Liam Power – A muggle goes to Hogwarts
Magician Liam Power combining the world of wizards and muggles in his hit show “A Muggle Goes
To Hogwatrs” at Anywhere Festival This August!!
“I see a lot of entertainers and Liam is a standout, engaging, funny, and his magic is first class”
Glenn Frey, The Eagles
After sold out shows at Sydney Fringe Festival 2016, Anywhere theatre festival in Wollongong and
Cedar bar in Bellengin, Magician Liam Power is bringing his hit show “A Muggle Goes to Hogwarts” to
Laurieton RSL.
Liam Power is a Magician not a Wizard yet somehow he found him self in Hogwarts. How does a
muggle with no magic blood fit into a school for Wizards. He learns magic the old fashioned way with
sleight of hand and misdirection.
A Muggle Goes To Hogwarts is a magic show with no actual magic just mind blowing slight of hand
and muggle tricks. If you want to see the closest thing to magic without an actual Wizard (which lets
face it aren't allowed to perform to muggles) then this is it.

Audiences can expect to be taken on a wild ride with a mix of magic and comedy as Liam attempts to
reproduce real wizard style magic live on stage in front of your very eyes.
The best part is you have to know anything about Harry Potter to enjoy the show!
“I remember reading Harry Potter and thinking as a magician I perform a lot of similar tricks! I
thought how great it would be to combine the 2 worlds on stage” Power said
“I'm performing tricks based on the same concepts as the books like Transfiguration, the art of
changing the appearance and shape of an object, or taking away someone’s memory but making
them relevant to the 21st century, to everyday life
“I'm really excited because I feel that this is something new and fresh. There have been harry potter
plays but as far as I know this is completely new and unique” power says. “I'm not trying to recreate
the book but use the concepts from the book to inspire a magic show”

